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BIU FLAG FOR R1 
Dear Hiro, 
 
How to resolve BIU flag for France? Let me know please ASAP.  
Libor 
 
Libor Musil 
I think BUE has the flag. I will ask it to Angel. 
 
Sincerely yours, 
Hiro 
Dear Jean-Luc, 
 
I'll let you know about the flag as soon as I get answer from Hiro. I 
have just EBU flag available now. 
 
Libor Musil 
Dear Angel, 
 
Jean-Luc needs BIU flag. It is too late for me to send before the event. 
I think BUE has the flag. Could you bring it? And please contact to 
Jean-Luc and Libor. 
 
Sincerely yours, 
Hiro 
Yes. 
 
Do not worry. Mr. Josep Abant will carry one to France. 
 
Regards, 
Màrius 
Thank you.  
 
Libor Musil 
Ok thank you Please to bring it to me or organiser when you Will 
arrive. 
I Will be on place tomorrow evening See you soon 
 
JL Chevalier 
Flag is on the road to France with Josep Abant. See you! 



 
Libor Musil 
Dear Hiro, 
 
Early this morning, I am ready to go to Saïx for the first round. In the 
rules I don't see the document to check sections... This document is 
suppress or not ?? If no, could you send me today ... 
 
Best regards, 
J-Luc 
Dear Jean-Luc, 
  
I am going to send you the section check sheet for WBC. 
  
Sincerely yours, 
Hiro 
Dear Marius, Radim, Giuliano, Libor, 
  
I am going to send you section check sheet. 
  
Sincerely yours, 
Hiro 
Dear Hiro, 
thank you very much. 
Giuliano 

 
 

Dear Hiro 
  
If the candidate list is already finished, I will vote before 30 July. 
  
Best Regards 
Jason 
Dear Jason, 
 
Please wait for my information on Monday. 
 
Sincerely yours, 
Hiro 

 
QUESTIONS 

Dear Hiro, 
Please check enclosed file and explain me. I give your answer this 
evening to my observer with enclosed schema. 
EXAMPLE 
SCHEMA 

PENALTY NOTE 

A  Rest. Support. With volition. 
B  Rest. Support. With volition. 



C  Accidental collision 
D  Rest. Support. With volition. 
E  Rest. Support. With volition. 
F  Rest. Support. With volition. 

 
I know your answer. But Roberto ask you this question. Please, replay 
me, it is very urgent. Thank you very much. 
 
Giuliano  
Dear Giuliano, 
 
EXAMPLE 
SCHEMA 

PENALTY NOTE 

A 5 Rest. Support. With volition. 
Basically any part of body cannot use 
for rest. Only foot is arrowed with the 
penalty. Touching is Okay with 0 points. 
With the end of handlebar, leaning is 1 
point.  

B 5 Rest. Support. With volition. 
It is the same to A. only the obstacles 
are different types.  

C 0 Accidental collision 
If it looks only touched to the obstacle, 
no penalty will be given. But in case if 
observer is very sure that the rider got 
some support from the tree, possibly to 
give the penalty. It can be 5.  

D 5 Rest. Support. With volition. 
It is the same as A. 

E 5 Rest. Support. With volition. 
It is the same as A. 



F 5 Rest. Support. With volition. 
It is the same as A. 

 
Sincerely yours, 
Hiro 
Thank you very much Hiro. 
I don’t have dubs on this examples. But Roberto want have your 
uncontestable opinion this evening with Observer. With clear graphic 
schemes.  
Thank you very much for your help. 
Giuliano 
Dear Hiro, 
 
another technical question.  
 
How must to do a observer in this case: 
Rider arrive in section 5 (for example). 
Rider finish section 5.  
Observer take the punch card and see that in last section (section 4) 
don’t have penalty (rider have jumped section 4). 
What should to do the Observer? 
 
Giuliano 
Dear Giuliano, 
 
In the section, the chief observer and assistant observer(s) should 
check below things.  
 
Before entering section: 
(1)   The rider should check the section without move any obstacles in 

the section. The observers should watch rider and in case of 
he/she moves the obstacle, give a warning.  

(2)   When the line became long and mess before neutral zone, the 
observer should control them and make 1 line in parallel to wait 
his/her turn. 

(3)   When the rider is in the neutral zone, the observer should check 
the clothing if he/she wear collect clothe to ride. Helmet, long pants 
and high-cut shoes at least. The observer should not let the rider in 
the section until he/she changes the wrong cloth. 

(4)   The observer should check the bike number of the rider. If the bike 
number is not belongs to the rider. Cannot let the bike in to the 
section. The rider must use his bike in all sections. If broke, he 
must repair his bike to continue the competition. 

(5)   The observer cannot hold the penalty card of any rider. 
 
After entering section: 
(1)   When observer found something wrong in cloth or bike, should 

stop the rider riding in the section and give 5 points. 
(2)   In the section, observer can give the penalty to the rider when the 

observers are very sure to judge the action. In case of not very 



sure, cannot give the penalty by just doubting. The observer 
should stand on right place to see the rider and judge him/her. 

 
After finished the section: 
(1)   When the rider finished the section, the rider pass his/her penalty 

card. The observer should check the score a section before. If 
there is no punched hole there. It means he forgot riding the 
section or he forgot punch on the score card. Whichever, no punch 
a hole means he/she tried another section without a hole on score 
card before thrying another section. It will be automatically 10 
points on the section before. This punch should put before put the 
penalty on the section he tried the latest. Normally I advice to 
observer to punch 10 points on section No. of the score card. 

 
Sincerely yours, 
Hiro 
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